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(54) FUEL CELL DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To provide a highly reliable fuel cell by recycling

carbon dioxide after it is converted into fuel, reducing an

environmental release quantity of the carbon dioxide, and

simplifying a control system at the same time.

CONSTITUTION: Raw material gas is burnt by a combustion

part 3, and a reformer 2 is heated, and hydrogen is created

from the raw material gas and steam by the reformer 2, and

carbon dioxide generated by the combustion part 3 or the

reformer 2 is converted into fuel such as methanol or methane

by a catalyst tank 6 by using a part of the hydrogen. This fuel is

recycled as a raw material of the combustion part 3. Hydrogen

is also created by an electrolysis tank 7 by using output electric

power of a PAFC(phosphoric acid type fuel cell) 1 , and is

supplied to the catalyst tank 6. Rated operation is continued,

and when a demand for electric power is low, hydrogen is created by the electrolysis tank 7 by using

excessive electric power, and is stored in a hydrogen storage unit 8, and when the demand for

electric power is increased, this is used.
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Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.
2, **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to a fuel cell, especially a phosphoric acid type fuel cell (it

abbreviates to PAFC hereafter), changes and uses the carbon dioxide generated in the fuel reforming **** for
fuel, such as methanol, and relates to PAFC which reduced the carbodioxide burst size

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Like a publication in Vol.44 of a "chemistry and industrial" magazine, No. 10, P41
(1991), and Tsuneo Nakanishi work "the present condition of the fuel cell of efficient clean power generation,
and the future", PAFC attracts attention also as the facility replaced with a thermal power station, and a
distributed power supply. Moreover, lovpollution nature is one of the big feature of the, for example, a 2 to-

3

figure low value is acquired from the NOx concentration of the power plant by the heat engine of the' 10 ppm or
less and the former.

[ amount / of NOx / of generation ] Moreover, since the desulfurizing plant for protecting a
reforming catalyst is equipped, there are also very few yields of SOx. Moreover, since the generating efficiency
of PAFC is high, compared with others and the power plant, its yield of a carbon dioxide has also decreased
relatively.

[0003] In PAFC, the hydrogen supplied to the negative electrode emitted the electron, became a hydrogen ion, it

moved in the inside of an electrolyte, and the reaction which changes with the oxygen by which this arrives at'a
positive electrode and is supplied to a positive electrode to water is used. The abovmentioned electron which
carries out hydrogen desorption flows to an external circuit, and electrical energy is generated. Moreover,
supplying hydrogen gas directly in fact generates hydrogen with eye a difficult hatchet and a reforming vessel
from material gas (natural gas which makes methane a principal component), or methanol, and air is used in
many cases instead of oxygen.

[0004] Drawing 4 is the block diagram showing the composition of the abovenentioned conventional PAFC.
Material gas and a steam are supplied to the reforming machine 2 through a flow control valve, it heats before
and after 800 degrees C, and these are decomposed into hydrogen, a carbon dioxide, a carbon monoxide, etc. A
carbon monoxide is changed into a carbon dioxide by the abridged transformer by drawing ife order to have a
bad influence on the catalyst of a fuel cell. This hydrogen, a steam, and a carbon dioxide and air are sent to
PAFC1 through each piping, and generate direct current voltage. An inverter 4 changes this direct current
voltage into an alternating current, and a control unit 5 controls the amount of supply of an inverter 4 and each
gas etc. based on the power amount required from the outside.

[0005] Moreover, in order to heat the abovmentioned reforming machine 2 at 800 degrees C, 20% of the
abbreviation for the hydrogen which the reforming machine 2 generated is sent to the combustion section 3 of a
reforming machine, and it mixes [ air and ], burns, and is made to exhaust outside. Therefore, a hydrogen
utilization factor is about about 80% on an average. Moreover, in order that there may be no hydrogen at the
time of the start of PAFC1, material gas is burned with the reforming vessel 2. Moreover, since PAFC1
generates heat with power generation and heats the phosphoric acid which is an electrolyte, it is cooled by the
temperature of about 200 degrees C with water or air. Moreover, since the exhaust gas of the reforming machine
combustion section 3 becomes the elevated temperature of about about 500 degrees C, the cogeneration system
which provides an air conditioningand hot-water supply with a heat exchanger by making this into a heat
source is constituted.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The carbordioxide incidence rate per amount of power generation





of PAFC in the case of using the abovementioned town gas as fuel is about 0.26Nm3/kWh, and there is less

this than 0 37Nm3/kWh of the gas engine which uses town gas as fuel, and 0.49Nm3/kWh of a gas turbine

formula power plant. In addition, it is the thing of the volume (m3) of 1 normal gas in 0 degree C and one

atmospheric pressure in Nm3. However, to reduce the burst size of the abovoentioned carbon dioxide as

much as possible from viewpoints, such as environmental preservation and consumption reduction of a fossil

fuel as everyone knows is desired strongly. The purpose of this invention converts into fuel the carbon dioxide

generated from PAFC, and is to offer the fuel cell which reduced the burst size of a carbon dioxide.

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the abovenentioned purpose, the combustion section of the

above-mentioned reforming machine is heated by material gas, and fuel is generated using the abovmentioned

combustion section, 2 carbon monoxide which a reforming machine discharges, and the surplus hydrogen which

the above-mentioned phosphoric acid type fuel cell discharges. Moreover, the cell which generates hydrogen

from water using the power which the abovementioned phosphoric acid type fuel cell generates is formed, and

the hydrogen which the above-mentioned cell generated is supplied to the abovementioned fuel generation

means. Furthermore, the storage means of the hydrogen which the abovmentioned cell generates is

established, and the hydrogen of the abovementioned hydrogen storage means is supplied to the above

mentioned fuel generation means. Moreover, the abovementioned fuel generation means generates methane,

methanol, etc.

[Function] By combustion of the material gas of the combustion section of the abovenentioned reforming

machine the combustion section discharges 2 carbon monoxide. 2 carbon monoxide which the above-

mentioned combustion section and a reforming machine discharge is converted into fuel, such as methane and

methanol, by the surplus hydrogen of a phosphoric acid type fuel cell. Moreover, the abonaentioned cell

separates water with the power which a phosphoric acid type fuel cell generates, and generates hydrogen. The

above-mentioned fuel generation means generates fuel from the hydrogen and the combustion section which a

cell generates, and 2 carbon monoxide of a reforming machine. Furthermore, the storage means of the above

mentioned hydrogen stores the hydrogen which a cell generates, and supplies this to a fuel generation means.

[0009]

[Example]

[Example 1] One example which established a means to change a carbon dioxide into fuel using the surplus

hydrogen of a fuel cell is explained usingdrawing 1 . Drawing l is the block diagram of the PAFC example by

this invention. Material gas (for example, town gas which makes methane a principal component), and a steam

are sent to the reforming machine 2 through a valve and piping, and are heated by 800 degrees C of

abbreviation. Consequently, material gas is decomposed into the hydrogen and the carbon dioxide of the

composition ratio 4:1 by the reaction shown formula (1) 2. This amount of carbon dioxides is the same as the

amount of methane.

[0010]

CH4+2H2 0>C02+4H2(1)
In addition, since the catalyst of a fuel cell deteriorates by the carbon monoxide simultaneously generated at this

time in drawing 1 , this is changed into a carbon dioxide by the abridged transformer. The aboroentioned

hydrogen, a carbon dioxide, and air are sent to PAFC1 through each Blois and piping, and generate a direct

current power. An inverter 4 changes this direct current into an alternating current, and supplies it outside.

[0011] When the amount of hydrogen which the reforming machine 2 outputs with equipment conventionally is

set to 1, 80% of the abovementioned hydrogen is consumed by PAFC, and it is
******** t0 the combustion

section 3 of the reforming machine 2 about 20% . Moreover, the carbon dioxide had generated the amount of

hydrogen which the above-mentioned reforming machine 2 outputs about 25%. this invention -the account of

a top ~ material gas is instead used and a reforming machine is heated Since material gas is used instead of the

20 above-mentioned% of hydrogen sent to the combustion section 3, the reforming machine 2 outputs a carbon

dioxide Since the amount is 7% of the amount of hydrogen which the reforming machine 2 outputs, the whole

quantity of a carbon dioxide increases to 32% from 25 % of equipment conventionally [
abovmentioned ]

.

[0012] However, in this invention, since it is made to react like a formula (2) by the surplus hydrogen to which

PAFC1 outputs the 32 above-mentioned% of carbon dioxide by the catalyst tub 6 and converts into methane or

methanol a final carbon-dioxide burst size can be held down to about 25% of the amount of hydrogen which





the reforming machine 2 outputs. That is, in spite of having burned material gas in the combustion section 3, the

conventionally same carbon-dioxide burst size as equipment is maintainable.

C02+4H2>CH4+2H20C02+3H2CH30H+H20(2)
[0013] In addition, in the case of a methanation, a magnetite, a rhodium, manganese, etc. are used for a catalyst,

and in methanol generation, it uses copper, zinc, an alumina, etc. Moreover, in the case of a methanation, m 4

tes of a carbon dioxide, and methanol generation, the amount of hydrogen which the fuel conversion of the

above mentioned carbon dioxide takes is 3 times the carbon dioxide. Therefore, hydrogen consumption has

little direction in methanol generation.

0014] Moreover, by this invention, although material gas needed to be sent to the reforming machine 2,

hydrogen needed to be sent to the combustion section 3 and the both sides needed to be conventionally

Soiled by equipment equipment according to the external load, since the both sides of the reforming

machine 2 and the combustion section 3 are controllable only by the amount of material gas feeding, a control

TysteTcan be simplified. Furthermore, as shown in the formula (2), the CH3OH component which the catalyst

Zb 6 generates can be used for the fuel of the combustion section 3 ,
and since hydrogen remains when

Specially anExternal load is low and a carbon dioxide is convertible into CH30H using this, the burst size of a

SnlxWe can be reduced further. If it summarizes, the load responsibility of PAFC can be unproved

wTthoTfelling overall efficiency by this invention, a system can be simultaneously formed into high reliance,

and the burst size of a carbon dioxide can be reduced further.

m015]^[Example 2] Drawing 2 is the block diagram of other examples by this invention, n this example, a cell

7 is added^rdrawing-TThylFogen is generated, the hydrogen amount of supply to a catalyst bed 6 is increased

by thThydrolel^the burst size of the abovenentioned carbon dioxide is reduced further. Mining 2 ,

the^oS inihine 2, a combustor 3, PAFC1, and catalyst bed 6 grade operate UMeawingJ .
Moreover, a

control unit 5 controls the flow rate and others of material gas and air.

[00i 6] PAFCl supplies a direct current power to a cell 7, electrolyzes water like a formula (3), and generates

hydrogen.

2H20+2e>20H+H220H>H20+ (l/2) 02+2e (3)

Sly, voltage required for this electrolysis is about (theoretically 1.23 V) 1.8V, and if the temperature of the

water to disassemble increases, it will become low.

[0017] For example, water temperature = in 120 degrees C and current density =0.4 mA/cm2, since it is about

16V about 1.8 V obtained by carrying out 3 cell series connection of the single cell of PAFC of about 0 6 V is

hissed. The consumption of the material gas (methane) to lOOkW of electrical output is about 26Nm3Ai,

aZu these about 6Nm3/h is used for heating of the heating unit 3 of a reforming machine, the remaining

into the reforming machine 2, and the hydrogen of about 80Nm3/h is generated 80% of

S^y^ is consumed by PAFCl, and the 20 remaining% (about 16Nm3/h) becomes surplus hydrogen.

Moreover, about 26Nm3/h generating of a carbon dioxide is done on the whole.S Since INm per 4kW of outputs of hydrogen of 3 is generated, if an amount pigeon is
;

carried
l

out to

00kW of outputs, 25Nm3/h generating of a cell 7 will be done. Therefore, the hydrogen o aboutAWm3/h and

the carbon dioxide of about 26Nm3/h which are the sum of the aboveientioned^

«

supplied to the catalyst tub 6, the methanol of about 13Nm3/h is generated according to a formula (2), and the

carbon dioxide which is about 13Nm3/h is emitted to environment.
_

$019] The methanol conversion ratio of this carbon dioxide can improve further with the increase in water

temperature or other meanses. By forming a cell 7 as mentioned above, the consumption of material gas

czr^be reduced by being able to convert into methanol about 50% of the carbon dioxide generated in

a fuel cell, and reusing this methanol.
. . ,

T00201 rExample 3] Drawing 3 is the block diagram of other examples by this invention. Once it stores the

SSSStte-ciuTArawmg 2 generates in the hydrogen reservoir 8 it is made to supp

y

** catalyst

tub 6 indrawing 3 . Consequ^tTyT^hen power requirements fall like night, the hydrogen which a cell 7

^neratei^-stored in the hydrogen reservoir 8, a carbon-dioxide burst size

high stage of power requirements using this, and the consumption of material gas (methane) can be reduced

moil?Moreover, when power requirements fall, rated operation is performed hydrogen is"^^^
tored uring dump power and power requirements increase since the highest efficiency was acquired at the time

of fed opiS, it can have a fuel cell. Since rated operation is continuable if it does m this way, a control





system can be simplified, and the reliability can be improved. In addition, it is made to carry out the temperature

control of adsorption of hydrogen, the desorption, etc. to the hydrogen reservoir 8 using the cooling system of a

fuel cell etc. using a hydrogen storing metal alloy etc. A control unit 5 controls the power supplied to a cell 7

according to an external load.

[0022] . , . . . . .. ,

[Effect of the Invention] The fuel cell which decreased the burst size to the environment of a carbon dioxide by

this invention can be offered. Furthermore, since a carbon dioxide is changed into fuel and recycled, the

efficiency of a fuel cell can be raised. Moreover, since it changes to the fuel which generated the fuel of the

combustion section of a reforming machine by conversion of the abovenentioned carbon dioxide from

conventional hydrogen gas, a system control system can be simplified and the reliability can be raised.

Moreover since it has when hydrogen when power requirements fall is stored and power requirements increase,

rated operation can be continued, a control system can be simplified by this, and reliability can be improved.

[Translation done.]
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